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 Language is a phenomenon that has a central point within the 
field of linguistics. Among many aspects that are usually 
tackled within linguistics, the comprehension and the 
production of language are analyzed as well. Therefore, the 
two mentioned processes have a specific focus within the 
domain of linguistics. The ability to produce and comprehend 
language is usually examined by the speech input and output 
of speakers with brain damage. The current research tries to 
highlight a linguistic investigation by focusing on the speech 
comprehension and production of individuals with aphasia. 
That is why the aim of this research is to analyze the linguistic 
matters of spoken language input and output that are usually 
weakened as an outcome of brain damage such as stroke. In 
addition, the present work tries to reveal possible 
characteristics of aphasic speakers that show clear difficulties 
during speech input and output due to brain injury. The 
method of the study consists of semi-structured interviews 
with aphasic speakers that are collected by visiting a number 
of different public and private hospitals and physiotherapy 
centers in Erbil. The tests are done by using picture 
presentation techniques and a questionnaire related to 
background information of the participants. Aphasic 
individuals are shown a number of different types of pictures 
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and are asked to answer specific questions related to the 
events within the pictures. Their linguistic state is then 
examined by analyzing their answer syntactically and 
semantically.  

1. Introduction  

The human brain consists of specific areas that are responsible for processing all the 

abilities of the use of language such as reading, writing, listening and speaking. The 

ability to organize language may sometimes be disturbed by a certain brain damage 

that usually leads to a malfunction in processing language through the brain. The 

outcome of language impairments due to brain injury is commonly known as aphasia. 

Aphasia is an acquired language disorder due to focal brain damage that must have 

occurred after the period of language development. The presence of aphasia is the 

result of several causes of brain damage whereas a cerebrovascular accident (CVA), 

also known as stroke, is the most common one. By focusing on the location that is 

responsible of language use, and by depending on the size of the brain lesion, aphasia 

usually creates speech comprehension and production disorder (Reinvang, 1985). 

Traxler (2012) argues that aphasia may be unfamiliar to many people but it is not a 

rare phenomenon in the field of linguistics, and, certainly not in the field of 

psycholinguistics. From a linguistic point of view, many tests could be used to study 

the linguistic knowledge of aphasics. The most frequently used way to test the state 

of their language comprehension and production is syntactical. 

2. Language 

Apart from the main branches of language such as; phonetics and phonology, 

morphology, syntax, semantics, and pragmatics, linguistics also includes a 

phenomenon called language and the brain. In other words, linguistics does not only 

examine human sounds, the internal structure of words, the creation of sentences, 

the study of meaning or the use of language in specific situations. Linguistics is also 

concerned with how language is managed by and within the brain. For this purpose, 

many linguists have shared their knowledge concerning language and mind.  
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The scholar Bloomfield explains that language is basically a process of expressive 

movements. That is why, Bloomfield defines language as: “language is the form of 

expressive movement adequate to the mentality of man” (1983, p. 16). Bally and 

Sechehaye argue that according to Ferdinand de Saussure, language is a complex 

system of rules and relations. This complex system is made up of signs (words) and 

these signs consist of two parts, namely, one part is the sound and form while the 

other part is its meaning. On the other hand, de Saussure claims that words are stored 

in the mind of the speakers (1966). According to Sapir and Whorf, language and 

thought influence each other (Traxler, 2012). Whorf and Sapir claim that the system 

of language along with its rules of vocabulary is essential for thought. The linguistic 

system (grammar) of each language invents ideas, programs, and guides each 

individual’s mental activity (Steinberg and Sciarini, 2006). On the other hand, 

Chomsky argues that language is basically an inborn or innate matter. Chomsky 

believes that language knowledge is a part of the speaker’s mind. That is why 

knowledge of language is already present in the mind of the speaker. Important 

knowledge of language such as grammar is not acquired from experience because it 

is already there in the mind of the speaker (Cook and Newson, 1996). 

Based on the mentioned beliefs from influential linguists it can be pointed out that 

the use of language is related to the human mind. That is to say, any linguistic input 

must be psychologically processed by the human mind. However, in order to 

understand how linguistic input is normally processed by the human mind, one has 

to understand how language is actually being processed by the human brain.   

3. Language and the Brain 
The use of language such as comprehending and producing speech, including reading 

and writing, is processed by the most complex organ which is the human brain. The 

human brain consists of particular regions that are involved in the comprehension 

and production of spoken language.  

The human brain is structured in areas that are responsible for specific tasks. 

According to the structure of the human brain, Steinberg and Sciarini (2006) describe 

in their book, An Introduction to Psycholinguistics, the human brain is divided into two 
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halves. The left half is called the left hemisphere while the right one is remarked as 

the right hemisphere. Both hemispheres are involved in higher brain functions such 

as memory, attention, perception, cognition, awareness, consciousness, thought, and 

not to forget language. The picture below shows a clear overview of the human brain 

structures and their functions.  

 
Figure 1: [Brain Structures and their Functions] n. d. [image online] Available at: 

˂http://www.ganino.com/brain_structures_and_their_functions˃ [Accessed 7 

November 2018]. 

Figure 1 emphasizes the regions and their functions of the left hemisphere. Helmut 

Schnelle (2010) describes the areas that are important for the organization of 

language such as comprehending and producing speech are called Broca’s area and 

Wernicke’s area.  

Regarding understanding and the creation of spoken language, Broca’s area is a 

specific area that is situated in the left hemisphere and is crucially responsible for the 

production of speech. On the other side, Wernicke’s area is a particular area that is 

also situated in the left hemisphere, but, this area is crucially involved in the 

understanding of speech. It is worth to mention that the mentioned areas together 

are certainly not enough to use language. Therefore, there are two other areas that 

are also involved during language use. These two areas are called the motor cortex 
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and the arcuate fasciculus. The motor cortex is responsible for the movements of the 

muscles that are necessary for the articulation of speech. The arcuate fasciculus is 

crucial for the connection between understanding speech and producing speech 

(Yule, 2010). Figure 2 shows a clear overview of the areas that organize speech input 

and output.  

 

Figure 2 [Broca’s area, Wernicke’s area, the motor cortex, and the arcuate 

fasciculus] 2014 [image online] Available at 

˂https://twitter.com/island123_y/status/489071183451521024˃ [Accessed 7 

November 2018]. 

4. Language Comprehension 
Lieberman (2000) explains that Wernicke’s area is responsible for the comprehension 

of language. This region in the brain processes incoming speech signals such as words 

or sentences. Traxler (2012) concludes that according to Carl Wernicke, who was the 

first person that found disorders in speech comprehension, language comprehension 

is usually accomplished because of two types of remembered images in the brain. 

One group of images contains phonological (sound) information in connection with 

words. The other set consists of conceptual/semantic (meaning) information.  

Carl Wernicke and Ludwig Lichtheim created a model called the Wernicke-Lichtheim-

Geschwind (WLG) model of language organization in the brain. This model explains 
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the process of speaking, reading but most importantly perceiving language. The WLG 

model is elaborated in the next figure as follows. 

 

Figure 3: The Wernicke-Lichtheim-Geschwind “house” model of the neural 

architecture of language, 2015, p. 74 

A clarification of the above model is as follows, the symbol ‘M’ stands for the center 

of speech planning and production which is Broca’s area. The sign ‘A’ represents the 

center that is responsible for storing information about word sounds which is the 

Wernicke’s area. While ‘B’ is the place that contains the meanings of words. The letter 

‘a’ which is situated bottom right represents auditory input and the letter ‘m’, bottom 

left, represents the motor articulatory center for speech production. The arrows show 

the direction of information flow. The numbered slanted lines represent lesion sites 

that usually cut connections between the centers (Kemmerer, 2015). 

5. Language Production 

According to Jean Aitchison explains “there has been less research on language 

production than on language comprehension” (2008, p. 234). That is why the analyses 

of the production of speech are usually more complex if compared with the 

comprehension of speech. However, among all sources related to speech production, 

Levelt’s theory of the mental process during speech output which is also called the 
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WEAVER++ model is the most trusted theory regarding spoken language output. The 

model is shown in the next figure along with a further explanation of its content. 

 

Figure 4: Serial two-system architecture of the theory: two stages of lexical selection 

followed by three stages of form encoding, 2001. 

The explanation of figure 4 is as follows, in order to articulate a word, one has first to 

choose an appropriate item from the mental lexicon. This stage is called lexical 

selection. Then, the articulatory shape of the selected item will be prepared which is 

called form encoding. According to lexical selection, imagine someone is shown a 

picture of a horse and is asked about what the picture contains. The subject may have 

various interpretations of the content of the picture, so, instead of saying horse the 

subject may say stallion or animal (Levelt, 2001). Therefore, the first step in preparing 

a content word is to concentrate on a concept whose expression serves a particular 

communicative goal which is called perspective talking. In order to choose a lexical 

item, perspective talking forces the speaker towards the level of lexical concept. To 

start the lexical selection the speaker must focus on the lexical concept which may be 

a horse, stallion and an animal. The theory assumes that during perspective talking 

there is co-activation of related concepts. Each corresponding lexical items in the 

speaker’s mental lexicon is termed as a lemma. A lemma is a lexical item’s syntactic 

description, for example, the lemma for horse supports that horse is a count noun 

that may have a singular or a plural form. When the speaker has reached the lemma 
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the lexical selection is finalized. Due to the selected lemma, the stage of phonological 

codes will be activated. However, no other codes will be activated as well, in other 

words, if the selected concept is ‘horse’ the co-activated lemmas stallion and animal 

will remain silent. Next, phonological codes are spelled out as ordered sets of 

phonological segments (units of sounds). This is called prosodification which mainly 

consists of syllabification. The phonological segment completes the process of 

syllabification by forming a phonological word. Then, the syllable or syllables are put 

in the final encoding step which is phonetic encoding. When this is done, the final 

output is the articulatory score which consists of the execution of the successive use 

of the organs of speech in order to produce overt speech (Levelt, 2001). 

6. Language Comprehension and Production Disorder 

Brain damage most frequently causes language disorder. Among the four possible 

ways that usually result in focal brain damage, each way may end up in language 

disorder. The most frequent cause of language disorder is called cerebrovascular 

accident (CVA), also known as stroke. The other causes might be traumatic brain 

injury which is also known as TBI, brain tumor or brain infection (Groenewold, 2015). 

7. Aphasia 

In the field of linguistics and neurology, the type of language disorder that results 

from the mentioned causes of brain damage are often labelled as aphasia. This 

language impairment is usually grouped into two classes, namely, non-fluent and 

fluent aphasia. Non-fluent aphasia refers to relatively preserved verbal 

comprehension, but serious articulation and spoken production problems. While 

fluent aphasia is characterized by fluent speech and normal articulation but 

difficulties in auditory comprehension (Stemmer and Whitaker, 2008).  

Aphasia consists of the following types; Broca’s Aphasia, Wernicke’s Aphasia, 

Conduction Aphasia, Global Aphasia, Anomic Aphasia, Transcortical Motor Aphasia, 

Transcortical Sensory Aphasia and lastly Mixed Transcortical Aphasia. Among the 

mentioned types of aphasia, Broca’s aphasia and Wernicke’s aphasia are the most 

common ones. 
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The most important characteristics of Broca’s and Wernicke’s aphasia are shown in 

the table below.  

Table 1 Complementary symptoms of Broca’s and Wernicke’s aphasia cited in 

Ingram, 2007, p. 51 

Broca type Wernicke type 

- dysfluent effortful speech 
- the absence of function words and 

inflectional morphology 
- short utterances 
- relatively intact comprehension 
- awareness of deficit 

- fluent but empty speech, normal 
prosody 

- function words and grammatical 
inflections present 

- utterances of normal length 
- poor comprehension 
- unaware of deficit 

During the majority of tests that have been done during previous studies in aphasic 

speakers, the linguistic field of syntax has been the most frequently used manner for 

measuring aphasic speakers’ language ability. Within the level of syntax, prepositions 

are usually used to check one’s capability of speech input and output. Steinberg and 

Sciarini (2006) argue that Broca’s aphasia is characterized by often lacking 

prepositions. Code (1996) points out that in a clinical task on the use of prepositional 

phrases during speech output, even Wernicke’s aphasics have been shown to use 

fewer prepositional phrases during the test. The researchers Tranel and Kemmerer 

examined a number of aphasic individuals concerning their knowledge of the meaning 

of locative prepositions. Words like in, on, around, though, above and below are 

locative prepositions that are used to identify locations. During the test, some failed 

none of them, others failed just one, others two, others three and others all four. This 

shows that aphasic individuals do have problems with the comprehension and 

production of prepositions (Kemmerer, 2015).  

It would be worth to take a look at the functions and role of prepositions in the English 

language and as well as in the Kurdish language since the participants of this research 

use the Kurdish language as their mother-tongue. 

In English, prepositions are used to provide information about location time and 

manner. Words like, ‘under’, ‘over’, ‘into’ and ‘towards’ are locative prepositions 

because they mark locations. Words such as, ‘before’, ‘during’, ‘after’, ‘until’ and 
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‘since’ are temporal prepositions because they identify time. Words like, ‘with’ or ‘in’ 

as in the utterances; ‘with the knife’ or ‘in a loud voice’ are prepositions of manner 

because they describe an event (Tallerman, 2015). Nordquist (2018) highlights that 

besides conveying information about location, time and manner, prepositions have 

also the property to express other kinds of information. There are prepositions that 

refer to directions as the preposition ‘to’ as in: ‘to the south’. Also, some prepositions 

function merely for building relationships such as the prepositions, ‘with’, ‘without’ 

or ‘within’. Also, Nordquist (2018) highlights that prepositions are of two groups; 

simple prepositions and complex prepositions. Simple prepositions consist of short 

words such as, ‘at’, ‘by’, ‘for’ and ‘of’. Complex prepositions include the combination 

of two or three-word units with one or two simple prepositions such as, ‘in addition 

to’, ‘such as, ‘thanks to’ or ‘in between’. 

Thus, generally speaking, in English, the task of prepositions is to clarify the location, 

time or manner of a certain event. Interestingly, the same function counts for 

prepositions in the Kurdish language. That is why it would be worth to get more 

knowledge about this phenomenon in Kurdish.  

The dialect that is spoken by the participants of this study is called the Central Kurdish 

dialect which is also known as Sorani. That is why it would be more reasonable to take 

a closer look at prepositions within this Kurdish dialect. 

Kurdish includes simple prepositions and compound prepositions. Simple 

prepositions consist of the following ones: ‘le’, ‘be’, ‘bo’, ‘bê’ and ‘(he)ta’. The 

preposition ‘le’ comes either alone or with the suffixes –da or -we. ‘le’ usually gives 

information about location, time or manner.   

(1) According to location: ‘le’ identifies the location of an event, as in, ‘malli dara 

le teništ supermarkitekeye’ (Dara’s house is next to the supermarket) 

(2) Regarding time: ‘le’ identifies the time of an event, as in, ‘dara le seat dŭda 

royšit (Dara left at two o’clock) 

(3) Concerning manner: ‘le’ identifies the cause of an event, as in, ‘em nexošiye 

le xuwardinewey awĭ pise’ (this illness comes from drinking unclean water). 
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Similar to the previous simple preposition ‘le’, the simple preposition ‘be’ modifies 

location, time and manner as well.  

(1) Location: ‘dara be jurekeda têperĭ’ (Dara walked along the door) 

(2) Time: ‘dara be sê roj geyšte hewler’ (Dara arrived within three days in Hawler) 

(3) Manner: ‘dara be bašĭ babetekey rŭnkirdewe’ (Dara clearly explained the subject) 

Concerning ‘bo’, the preposition ‘bo’ also indicates location, time and manner. 

(1) Location: ‘dara gerayewe bo malli xoy’ (Dara returned to his home) 

(2) Time: ‘dara bo beyani namekey birdewe bo birakey’ (Dara returns the letter to his 

brother by tomorrow) 

(3)  Manner: ‘min bo to dejim’ (I live for you) 

Regarding ‘bê’, it usually indicates persons or objects.  

(1) Indicating a person: ‘min bê to najĭm’ (I cannot live without you)  

According to (he)ta, this preposition refers to time and length. 

(1) Indicating length: ‘min heta kerkuk deçim’ (I go till Kirkuk) 

(2) Indicating time and length: ‘min ta hefteyek lêre demênmewe’ (I’ll stay here for 

one week) 

Switching to compound prepositions, compound prepositions in Central Kurdish 

dialect includes either a combination of two simple prepositions or a combination of 

a simple preposition and a noun. The sequence simple preposition plus simple 

preposition is as the following example; ‘be + bê’ =  bebê (without). According to the 

pattern simple preposition plus a noun, this is illustrates as follows; ‘le’ + ‘ber’ = ‘leber’ 

(because), ‘le’ + ‘jêr’ = ‘lejêr’ (under), ‘le’ + ‘naw’/’new’ = ‘lenaw’/’lenêw’ (inside), ‘le’ 

+ ‘ser’ = ‘leser’ (above), ‘le’ + ‘pêš’ = ‘lepêš’ (in front), ‘le’ + ‘paš’ = ‘lepaš’ (behind), ‘le’ 

+ ‘diwa’ = ‘lediwa’ (after) and ‘le’ + ‘bin’ = ‘lebin’ (under). Regarding the simple 

preposition ‘be’ plus a noun; ‘be + paš’ = ‘bepaš (after), ‘be’ + ‘pêš’ = ‘bepêš’ (before), 

‘be’ + ‘diwa’ = ‘bediwa’ (after) ( ٢٠٠٥یوسوپۆڤا,  ). 
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8. Treatments for the Recovery of Aphasia 

In his book, Introduction to Psycholinguistics, Traxler (2012) argues that individuals 

with aphasia do not always permanently suffer from this type of language disorder. 

Sometimes, speakers with aphasia recover considerably from their language 

impairments. The signs of recovery may already start as soon as a few days after the 

injury. However, the process of recovery can possibly stretch over several months to 

several years. The reason for this type of recovery is the fact that the non-damaged 

right-hemisphere has the ability to take over some of the language functions that 

were previously processed by the damaged left-hemisphere. Another option for the 

recovery of aphasia could be pharmacological therapy (drugs). The best time to apply 

pharmacological treatments for improving linguistic impairments is immediately after 

the stroke occurs. Furthermore, the combination of speech therapy and 

pharmacological therapy at the same time is considered as the best option to get a 

positive result in the recovery of aphasia (Traxler, 2012). 

9. Conclusion 

In summary, this paper has tried to explain, from a linguistic point of view, how 

aphasia affects the comprehension and production ability of speakers with this type 

of speech disorder. The affections of aphasia regarding speech comprehension and 

production consist of either having problems in the articulation of speech output or 

difficulties in the comprehension of speech input.  The work started to expose 

different viewpoints from influential scholars concerning language and mind. From 

Chomsky’s perspective regarding language and mind, he argues that language is an 

innate or inborn process. In other words, language is already there in the mind of the 

speaker. Similarly to Chomsky’s viewpoint, the scholar de Saussure concludes that 

language is a complex system of rules and relations that consists of words which are 

stored in the mind of the speakers.         

Also, the process of speech comprehension and production was highlighted by 

sharing two useful models concerning speech input and output. The first model that 

is used for the organization of language in the brain is labelled as the WLG (Wernicke-

Lichtheim-Geschwind) model which gives an interesting overview concerning the 
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perception of language. The second model, WEAVER++ which is created by the 

famous Dutch psycholinguist Willem Levelt elaborates the complete mental process 

of speech output.  

The reason and outcome of speech errors were then discussed by explaining the 

aspects of a commonly known language disorder named aphasia. Aphasia is an 

acquired language disorder due to focal brain damage such as a cerebrovascular 

accident (CVA) that must have been occurred after the period of language 

development.     

Also, the linguistic field of syntax has been taken into consideration by focussing on 

prepositions in English and specifically in the Kurdish language. It can be concluded 

that the role and the function of English prepositions are similar to Kurdish ones.  

Lastly, aphasia has possible ways to be recovered. Among them is the combination of 

pharmacological and speech therapy the ideal treatment. 
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لێکۆڵینەوەیەکی زمانەوانی لەسەر بەرهەمهێنان و تێگەیشتنی ئاخاوتن لە نێو  
 قسەکەرانی ئافازی 

 پـوخـتـە: 
ە اارایزدی  می ر ا ی زماا ا مزاالااانزی  ر  ی هایزە ی ە اارایی اراا ەراوا زمای ێاااایاایاراوا ی اراا ەاەر ش ێی زماا دی
زم ا مزالا ا اێیش یە یزم انزی  هیمالا دی  ر ێیترگ رشاااو یمیه ە  ماری ا یش ااا ویەەی ماەولا ا یمی

ۆر دیەرلا دیاەشۆەرنەاو مەێیهۆر ی  ەاممیپ ۆسا ایترگ رشاو یمیه ە  ماری ا یش ا یێایای یت ر  ت ی 
ە ارییامالاا  یزما ا مزالاانزی  ر  یه وشااااو یەروانزا مەای  رییاممیپ ۆساااا ر یە یەاگ ایەروۆ لای مەیە ی
ەزاەایترگ رشو یمیه ە  ماری ا ی    مت یە  ر دی  میش س ا اێیش یمرشولا دیتروچیمەێیر دی  مزا ایی

ەی  میش سا ا اێیش یی لاچیشرشا ر دیە یمرشاونزیالالا  یە ریەروۆ لای مەر ازی  مەنەزمەیتلاشاخیهت او یسا 
 یهۆر یتیاژری مەش یه یپرشاااا شلالا بیە ها ەەایاا مەەۆش یی( ا اا زا)تیزاا ایش اااا ش االاا دیە اەسااااوانزمەیی

ەروۆ لای مەش یاەسااوێلارنەش  ێیه ێااویاممەم یه شیەت یپ ریەانایزم دییه یمرشااو یم ۆە مەیە اریی
 ایملارشااو یم ۆ ییمیه ە  م یزم ا مزا ا یپ ااێۆنزاوی  ریهیزەەیاە  ت ەمم یه ێااویساارلا ریپروا ت

  ەش شا ا یاەو او مە یە یه ێااااویییزەەریمیپری  مانزیتلاشااااخی  زمەت یساااا ەیترگ رشااااوی یزما دیمی
ه ە  مالاری ا یە و لیج  وو ادیە ساا ەیپ ۆساا ایمەەو ت یمیه ە  ماری انز یە یه ێااویێاا ێاا ریمی

ار ەاەر ش یزۆەییی  مت منزیت ر  تم انایتروچیمدیمیێاە ازدیە یترگ رشاوینزیەمماو زمەت مەێیە ەاگ ا
 یە یه ێاااویی(  ا زا)ا سااا زمێیش یپریەانایه یزم ا مەی  ر ێی  مرەیە اەساااونزا یتیزا ایش ااا ش اا یی
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  ێااااو رێیش یشۆتا رلا یو ویوۆیە ساااا ەی  میهۆییماا ا اییا ەەساااا ەش اا یاەش اا ێیش یرا ەم ت ی
 ە ی ۆ یاەو رر  ییی(  ا زا)ی ش یما مەیە یە اەسونزا یتیزا ایش  ش ادی

 ________ __________________________________________________ 
 

  :الملخص

اللغە هی فاهرە تحتل  وقع  ورزی  فی والا  اللغقتا و قوب نتب الیل ت  وب الاقاال التی تیلالد  ا ە فی واا  

الز و ل ولا اللسلللللااتلا    ت ای فی ا  تنلار متالا ف و اللغە ق اتلاا لاو قلیللی   فلمب  ولتتی ف و الز و ق اتلا   

ترزتی ااص  اا  اگاق اللسللااتا و ق ا ە وا تااعه هاتاب الیولتتاب  ب یرتد  راسللە  سللتتیال الز و ق اتا   

الز و وب عن   الأشللااص اللیتب تیااقب وب تلف فی ال واأ مق   تیااقب واەو قتحاق  النحا الحالی تسلللت  

تلا  الز و وب عنل  الأفرا  الیتب تیلااقب وب فقل اب القل رە الاقء  لى تحقتد لغق  نلالترزتی  لى ف و الز و ق ا

 لى الز و )افای (و قل یا السلنل   تن م ال راسلە الحالتە نوق وە  ب وحتقا النحاو  و تسلت   النحا نالتل لت  

سو الولا ا  وب الناح تب الوتا  تب اللغقتتب قفقا لزتلتە ارتناگ اللغە نالیق  النشر و نی  یلی   تحاق  الق

ال الا وااعشللە ناتە ال واأ النشللر  و  قفا لەو ق  قە  لى یلی   تسللل  الایء الران  قالااوء الاقء  لى  

ف و اللغە ق اتاا ا نالترزتی  لى  ولتە  سلتتیال الز و ق اتااەو  و تقا  القسلواب السلا ء قالسلان  ا لا ص  

 ا تتیلد نلااگرال اللغە   قهی فقل اب القل رە ا اگرال فی ف و الز و  اتلاالە  ب یرتد یزر فلاهرە ویرقفە اتل 

 لى الز و )افای ( و قماترا   تااعه القسلللو ال اوب الی اا  الوحتولە التی ع  تسلللا    لى التیافی وب فق اب  

 الق رە  لى الز و )افای (و


